Annual Holly Ball Is Great Success

On Friday night, December 15, the lounge at Clinch Valley College was transformed into an enchanted ballroom for the Holly Ball. The Holly Ball is an annual affair which is sponsored by the Student Council.

The Cotillion Club did a magnificent job in decorating the lounge. The traditional Christmas trees illuminated throughout the lounge. Silvery voile was draped from a star of silver and silver evergreens and foil. A huge Christmas tree topped the decorations with its glittering lights. The tables, decorated with sparkling candle arrangements by Miss Peggy Conner, provided the lighting for the festivities.

The faculty members, alumni, and students were present in great numbers. The music for the dance was provided by a finance band, J. R. R. NLEY, under the direction of Mr. John Martin.

The highlight of the evening was the crowning of the Mrs. Holly Ball Queen, King, and Attendants. Santa Clause appeared, much to everyone's surprise, announced that he was going to pick the royalty. He was the one to decide first the King's attendants, Misses Carolyn Osborne of Virginia, and Miss Carolyn Osborne of Virginia, and their place of honor, Santa Clause. Director Bronn, highly important that Junior college newspaper in this area. The Highland Cavalier was ready three days after Christmas vacation had started. This created the problem of how to get a copy to every student.

Miss Wright prevailed upon his staff to write out the addresses of the students and to stick them up, including the last student before school was out. Then the last and Mrs. Wright on all day, Wednesday, December 21, filled the paper would be available to every student in the Clinch Valley College. More than 450 copies of this Student Council newspaper were received by the students, faculty, and attendants.

French Club in January Meeting

The French Club met for its regular meeting Monday, January 2, 1961. We enjoyed the movie "Pilgrimage to Chateau." This movie showed the beauty of France, not only in the cities and towns, but also in the countryside. Mr. Sakel, our guest speaker, provided us with a very good description of this film. He expressed his feelings of the movie very well.

Members of the French Club wish to invite more students to attend their meetings. We feel that this film will help them enjoy the language and we can do much for you. Who knows what you may want to visit France some day.

SUMMER DUSK

Whirlwind is a web of warmth and drossy human haunts. Where are your pictures? The dowdy drift of air that passes in the strand, I wish to be comfortable that I was in the right time and place. Eternity is now.
CVC Students Excel in Apacyth

The purpose of this award is to recognize the efforts of students who have demonstrated outstanding performance in their studies at CVC. The recipients are selected based on their academic achievements and contributions to the college community.

The awards are presented annually to a small number of students who have shown exceptional academic performance and leadership qualities.

The recipients will be honored at a special ceremony to be held on the CVC campus. The ceremony will be attended by faculty, staff, and special guests, including the college's president and other dignitaries.

It is an honor for the recipients to be recognized for their hard work and dedication to their studies. The college is proud of their achievements and wishes them continued success in their future endeavors.

The college encourages all students to strive for excellence and recognizes the importance of education in preparing them for successful careers.
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and growled: "The picture was one white marble. The third box identified that box; therefore, marbles because Its label has to be black marbles, for you have I know It cannot contain two marble drawn is black. You know to it. I opened the opaque niture of the marble. I did not. Her manufacturer, though not always the blind in her appearance which caused her distress, in remember­ l well I could not. I could bring her to the box which I could. She identified her. Her movement was fantastically labored, slow and rubbery. She seemed to be wander through some tortuous passages. Her hand, long her hair was completely white. As she moved, she grew in size until I could conceive her was a giant.

An urgent whisper filled my senses — hurry-hurry. I knew that I should approach her and ask the questions which were in the book. When I tried to speak, I found that I could not say out into call, but I was unable make words audible. Neither could I move. I wanted to ask her. I could not halt her slow, certain walk. 1 could not. I disclaimed my presence for her. She rose up for the eye, for the eyes of the blind. They were, you know, until a point determined. She went up and took the 1100, and All Star game was played on the court.
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